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“C” Series

Automatic Rotary Ring Stretch Wrapper

• Economical
and Reliable		
Wraps up to 45 loads
per hour depending on
load size and wrap pattern
• Dependable
Construction		
Minimizes 		
Maintenance 		
Compact, aluminum
frame structure along
with a well balanced ring
and belted lifting device
results in quiet, efficient
performance and
minimal maintenance

• Simple Installation
Saves Time, Money
and Space
Requires minimal
assembly and less floor
space compared to most
other styles of wrappers
• Numerous Benefits to
Rotary Ring Design
Open top sanitary
design, ability to handle
variable loads and
ease of performing
maintenance provide
a distinct advantage

Shown with optional gravity
type load stabilizer.

• Film Savings and
Unmatched Flexibility
Easy load “S” style film
carriage ensures a
higher, more consistent
pre-stretch while the
ring design allows for
unlimited wrap patterns
and reduced film usage
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The unique and original Octopus ring wrapper has
been upgraded to incorporate the latest
technology. It is fast, efficient and versatile.
™

The Octopus “C” models: 1717
Octopus features
• Entry level Octopus loaded with benefits
• Compact design fits where other machines cannot
• Easy to install and simple to use.
The OCTOPUS compact, aluminum frame version is a fully automatic
pallet wrapping machine incorporating the latest technology and
the famous OCTOPUS ring type method. The wrapping film reel is
suspended from a ring and it revolves around the pallet. The ring is
raised and lowered according to the wrapping program. The pallet
remains stationary, which makes the wrapping of unstable and
“lightweight” products considerably easier. There are no centrifugal
forces to cause stress or strain on the load or on the equipment. As
the ring can be accurately positioned in the vertical direction, wrapping
can be started and finished at any height required. The OCTOPUS
provides optimal load containment while minimizing film usage.

A reliable and economical solution for wrapping
pallets. Although compact in size, it is versatile
enough to handle a variety of applications.
The Octopus is silent in operation and easily
maintained. With its color touchscreen controls,
it provides unmatched flexibility in creating the
optimal wrap pattern for your specific stretch
packaging challenge.

Options
• Gravity load stabilizer ensures unstable loads remain intact
throughout the wrapping operation.
• Roping device creates reinforcement at the bottom of the film
for added load stability.
• Pallet lift device raises the load above the conveyor to allow
it to be wrapped more securely to the pallet.
• And many more . . .

“S” style film carriage
This unique, easy to load film carriage design provides all of the benefits
of an “S” wrap while still being very user friendly. Compared to traditional
“W” wrap systems,the positive contact of the “S” wrap pattern improves
pre-stretch levels, can better handle a variety of films, reduces wear
and significantly lowers the overall cost of ownership.

Color touchscreen controls
allow for simple operation
and superior flexibility.

Positive contact “S”
wrap design

The “S” style film carriage is easy to load and reduces
downtime. It features a very efficient and consistant power
pre-stertch system that helps minimize film usage.
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